In this paper, we consider only weakly hyperbolic equations with double characteristic roots at most, which may be non-smooth. where (t,x';t,n= E a t ,(t,x>)rt", i-r\v\=m-l then our consideration will be based on the assumption on A Q :
Condition (A) .
(A.I) a iv (t 9 jc') are smooth and constant outside a ball in R n+1 .
(A. 
Pi (D~) = P.' (D) + P,' 1 (£>) (P^1 (X) : homogeneous of degree m-3).
(ii) Notation 2. Homogeneous of degree k means homogeneous of degree k with respect to $ = (f, f) , which is a polynomial of degree not greater than k with respect to r. Using the representation of ^(X) by {P^-X) 0" = 1, ---, rf),
Proof of (i) . Let a(D)°b(D)
where ^(X 7 ), ^(X 7 ), S t (X) are smooth and homogeneous. Hence we
Using the representation of R t (X) by {Py (j = 1, - 
Hence we have Proof. Since M we have 
by the simplification of U = R n+1 X (R n -{0}) . Now, we assume 
then we have
Proof.
We apply the corollary of Lemma 2. 2 to 
rV^(||AĴ o r
We have only to remark
Q.E.D. (X) = (r -a qj (X')) P;< (X) = P P< (X) + (a, ( (X') -a qj (X') ) P;, (X) ,
Since d t A Q (X) is strictly hyperbolic, we have
we have
On the other hand, since (r -a tj ) (r -a,,0 = (r -«") 2 -/9 pi , we have ^(X')¥=0 for X' e T^(X;) R tF(X,'), hence we have (iv 
|| (D e A 0 ) (D) u || + || (A + 1) -1 (D,AJ (D) u \\
<c <||p« || Q.E.D.
Corollary. Let C= (9, C') In general, we shall see that /^ can be approximated from the inside by such cones stated above, that is, 
